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Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Engel, and members of the Committee:
It is an honor to be invited to speak with you today, in the company of these other experts. It is
obviously a tumultuous time for the nations of Europe, most of whom are close allies of the
United States. Because the European Union is a key trading partner, home to more than 500
million people, and tied to the United States through NATO and many other connections, its
condition is of obvious importance to the United States. Trying to anticipate its future path is
therefore a critical task.
Unfortunately, it is hard to be optimistic about the EU’s long-term prospects. Although the EU
has been a positive force in world politics for many years, it now suffers from growing
structural tensions and a series of self-inflicted wounds. Its members may overcome today’s
challenges and continue to build an “ever-closer union,” but this outcome is unlikely. Instead, the
EU is more likely to face repeated crises and growing internal divisions, and we cannot rule out
the possibility of gradual and irreversible disintegration. This situation is not good news for the
United States, as it will make Europe a less valuable ally and increase the number of places and
issues that U.S. leaders need to worry about.
To explain why I reach this depressing conclusion, I first describe the EU’s past achievements and
then discuss the main sources of strain it now faces. I close by outlining several possible futures
and explain why I believe the EU’s best days are behind it.
Past Achievements
The European Union is in many ways a remarkable political experiment. In the aftermath of the
most destructive war in history, and after centuries of recurring conflict, a generation of
European leaders had the imagination and determination to conceive and create a new order based
on economic integration, open borders, and the partial surrender of sovereignty to a new
supranational organization. The original European Coal and Steel Community evolved to become
the European Common Market, expanded to include a host of new entrants, and then deepened to
become the European Union and create a common currency for some of its members.
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For much of the past half-century, this collective effort encouraged economic growth, gave
Europe a more coherent voice in international economic affairs, and reduced the danger of great
power competition in Europe itself. The EU has also been an influential model for other states,
and especially the post-communist governments in Eastern Europe. Indeed, the desire for EU
membership encouraged these states to adopt critical democratic reforms following the collapse
of the Soviet Union and dampened potential conflicts during this delicate transition period.
Yet despite these impressive accomplishments, the EU’s present condition and future prospects are
not bright. In particular, it now faces at least five fundamental challenges. Some of these
challenges are problems of its own creation; others reflect broader changes in the world at
large. None of them will be easy to overcome.
Sources of Strain

1. Over-Expansion
The EU is now a victim of its past successes. What began as a limited arrangement among six
countries to coordinate the production and marketing of coal and steel has become an elaborate
supranational organization with twenty-eight members, whose affairs are partially governed by
the European Commission, the Council of Europe, the European Parliament, the European Council
and its elected president, the European Court of Justice, and a host of subsidiary agencies. Each
member-state retains a separate national government, however, with authority over health,
police, fiscal policy, and defense and foreign policy. Today, Europe’s governance arrangements
make America’s federal system look simple by comparison.
Moreover, as the EU has grown, its membership has become increasingly heterogeneous in terms
of population, economic size, per capita income, and cultural background. At roughly €2 trillion,
Germany’s GDP is more than three hundred times larger than Malta’s (€6 billion), while
Luxemburg’s per capita income is roughly eight times larger than Latvia’s and five times larger
than that of Greece. The geographic size, population, and natural resource endowments of the
EU’s member states also vary enormously, as do their cultures, religious affiliations, and
national histories.
Ironically, that heterogeneity is a key reason why the EU’s newest members (mostly from East and
Southeastern Europe) were eager to join, and why the original members encouraged their
aspirations. In essence, both parties wanted the new member states to become more like the rest
of the community. But convergence between old and new members has been slow and incomplete,
and the EU’s governing institutions must try to accommodate and reconcile a broader array of
interests, political traditions and historical experiences than it did in earlier periods.
The inevitable result is that harder for the EU to reach consensus on critical issues and more
difficult to resolve underlying problems in a timely and effective manner.
As the EU has grown, in short, it has become more cumbersome, more divided, and less effective.
It has also become less popular, with more than 70 percent of EU citizens reporting in 2013 that
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“their voices do not count in EU decision-making” and nearly two-thirds declaring “the EU does not
understand the needs of its citizens.”1

2. The Demise of the Warsaw Pact
The disappearance of the Soviet Union was a welcome development, but it removed one of the
main motivations for European unity. Although scholars and journalists often portray the EU as
a purely economic and political project, security concerns were a key part of its rationale from
the start.2 In particular, European leaders in the 1950s believed only a continental-scale
economy could provide the wherewithal to counter the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact, and
economic integration was also necessary to prevent political rivalries from undermining the
Western effort to keep communism from spreading. Together with NATO, therefore, European
economic integration was an important component of the Western effort to contain Soviet
expansion.
This security rationale faded as NATO become stronger and it disappeared entirely when the Soviet
Union collapsed. The absence of a clear and present danger permitted Europe’s leaders to focus
more attention on individual national concerns, and devote less political capital to preserving the
broader European project. EU members have repeatedly pledged to develop a “common foreign
and security policy,” but they have never succeeded in doing so. Today, the incoherent and
inconsistent European response to events in Ukraine highlights the lack of consensus among EU
governments on basic foreign policy issues.

3. The Euro Crisis
The third problem facing the EU today is the euro crisis. With hindsight, it is clear the decision
to create the euro was a fateful error, as skeptics from across the political spectrum warned at
the time. European leaders established a common currency for political rather than economic
reasons: they sought to give new momentum to the broader goal of European unity, to bind a
reunified Germany within a stronger set of European institutions, and to put Europe on a more
equal footing with the United States.
But as the euro’s critics emphasized, the EU did not possess the political and institutional
mechanisms needed to make a currency union work. Instead, the euro’s proponents simply
assumed that eurozone members would abide by agreed-upon fiscal guidelines and never allow
themselves to get into serious financial trouble. As Joseph Joffe, the editor of Die Zeit, noted
back in 1997, the euro tied the disparate national economies together like cars on a locomotive
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and assumed that all would run at the same speed and on the same track forever.3 The euro’s
architects further assumed that if these assumptions proved to be too optimistic (as indeed they
did), a future crisis would force them to create the political and economic institutions they needed
(e.g., common bank regulations, shared fiscal policy, a stronger central bank, and greater
capacity to transfer resources from wealthy states to members in need of help).
The 2008 financial crisis exposed their follies and the EU has been preoccupied with containing
the damage ever since. Seven years have passed since the crisis hit and top government officials
and central bankers are still devoting countless hours to saving the common currency. They have
made tentative steps toward creating slightly stronger economic institutions, but the EU is still
light-years away from having the political institutions needed to sustain a genuine currency union.
When Greece exits—as it almost certainly will—this event will demonstrate that the euro is not
irreversible and sow new doubts about its long-term prospects.
The economic costs of the euro crisis have been enormous, but the political costs are also
substantial. Every hour that Europe’s leaders have spent trying to dig themselves out of this
mess is an hour they could not devote to dealing with China’s rise, the problem of terrorism, the
consequences of the so-called Arab spring, Russia’s policy in Ukraine, or any number of domestic
issues. Even worse, the euro crisis has sown deep divisions within the continent itself, as debtors
and creditors increasingly regard each other with a level of resentment and hostility not seen for
many years. Needless to say, this situation is not what the euro’s creators had in mind when they
took that fateful step.

4. A Deteriorating Regional Environment
The EU is now buffeted by serious instability on its frontiers. State failures in Libya, Syria,
Yemen, and parts of Africa have produced a growing flood of refugees seeking to enter the EU,
while the emergence of Al Qaeda, ISIS and other extremist movements has had worrisome
repercussions among small percentage of Europe’s Muslim population. While it is sometimes
exaggerated, the danger of home-grown terrorism is not zero and a number of Europeans are
now calling for new barriers to immigration and new limits on cross-border movements within
Europe itself. If adopted, such measures would reverse the movement toward open borders that
was one of the singular achievements of the 1986 Single European Act. Last but not least,
Continued violence in Ukraine raises new concerns about the security of the EU’s eastern frontier.
EU member-states have thus far been unable to agree on new measures to address any of these
challenges, further underscoring the dysfunctional nature of contemporary EU decision-making.

5. The Persistence of Nationalism
The elites who created and built the EU hoped that it would transcend existing national loyalties
and that its citizens would eventually identify as Europeans first and as Germans, Danes, Italians,
Belgians, Spaniards, etc. second.
Joseph Joffe, “The Euro: The Engine That Couldn’t,” New York Review of Books, December 4,
1997, at http://www.nybooks.com/articles/archives/1997/dec/04/the-euro-the-engine-thatcouldnt/
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This transformation of loyalties has not occurred; if anything, public attitudes are headed the
other way. As previously discussed, the euro crisis has exacerbated national tensions and
European leaders have consistently emphasized national interests rather than the broader goal
of European unity, even as they attempt to strengthen the EU’s existing institutions.4 The United
Kingdom may even vote to leave the EU next year, while resurgent nationalism could lead
Scotland to exit the United Kingdom. Powerful nationalist sentiments continue to simmer in
Catalonia and several other regions as well.
Economic hardship and rising opposition to immigration have also fueled a resurgence of extreme
right-wing movements in many European states. These movements are hostile to the core
principles upon which the EU is built and their growing popularity raises further doubts about the
EU’s long-term future. Add to this mix Europe’s unfavorable demography—its population is
declining and the median age is rising rapidly—and you have a recipe for continued economic
stagnation and popular discontent. If these trends bring parties such as France’s National Front
to power, it will make it even harder for the EU to regain its former legitimacy and restore
momentum for further integration.
What Lies Ahead?
Looking forward, one can imagine at least three possible futures for the European Union. First,
Europe’s current leaders could follow in their predecessors’ footsteps and find new ways to
overcome the challenges identified above. Support for European integration has waxed and waned
in the past, but previous European politicians eventually opted to move forward rather than let
their grand experiment languish or collapse. In theory, creative and determined leadership could
save the euro (with or without Greece), build the institutions needed to support a common
currency, integrate immigrant populations more effectively, and adopt reforms designed to trigger
more vigorous economic growth across the continent. Concerns about Russia’s intentions might
provide a new rationale for unity as well, and especially if the trouble in Ukraine spreads to
other areas.
Unfortunately, this optimistic vision of a reinvigorated EU is unlikely to occur. There are no
European leaders today with the vision and stature of a Konrad Adenauer, Charles DeGaulle, or
Margaret Thatcher, and European publics are more likely to reward politicians who secure better
deals for their individual countries rather than those who sacrifice narrow interests in favor of
an ever-closer union. The EU’s elaborate governance structures would make any serious reform
effort a long and torturous process, which means even a successful resurgence is likely to take
years to design and implement.
Instead of a new push for ever-greater union, therefore, the EU is more likely to simply muddle
through. It will strive to contain the fallout from a Grexit, sign the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the United States and pursue closer economic ties with China.
This behavior is not new; earlier steps to build stronger institutions invariably involved bargains
between competing state interests. See Andrew Moravcsik, The Choice for Europe: Social Purpose
and State Power from Messina to Maastricht (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1998).
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If all goes well, the EU will still be in business, but its current liabilities will remain and its
global influence will continue to decline.
There is a third possibility, however: the EU experiment could begin to unravel in more farreaching ways. Greece’s exit from the Eurozone will create new doubts about the euro’s future,
more member-states may begin to question the benefits of membership and a few (such as Greece
or Hungary) might even draw closer to Moscow. Nationalist resentments could fester and
deepen, authoritarian or neo-fascist leaders could come to power somewhere, and Greece or
Hungary might even draw closer to Moscow. If the EU begins to unravel, the only question may
be: how fast and how far?
Neither “muddling through” nor gradual collapse would be good news for the United States.
Europe is not as vital a strategic interest as it was during the height of the Cold War, but it is
still an important economic and military partner. Slow growth in Europe also means slower
growth here in the United States, and a divided and poorer Europe will be even less helpful as
the United States tries to deal with a rising China, a turbulent Middle East, or instability in subSaharan Africa. Problems within the EU will distract us, and reduce the time and attention US
leaders can devote to other issues.
To sum up: since the end of the Second World War, tranquility and prosperity in Europe has been
of enormous benefit to the United States. The European Union was not the only source of
stability and economic growth in Europe, but it was a key ingredient in a world order that was
overwhelmingly favorable for the United States. If the EU’s best days are behind it—and there
are good reasons to believe that they are—then Americans must prepare for a world that is less
stable, secure and prosperous than the one to which we have become accustomed. I hope that is
not the case, but it is the most likely outcome given where we are today.
Thank you.
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